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To update the IT skills of students and faculty adapting recent
technology developments in the curriculum as recommended
by academicians, industry experts and alumni. 

To establish equipped laboratories to present excellent
education in the conventional and modern vicinity of
Information Technology. 

To create responsible IT professionals with ethical values and
social responsibilities. To stimulate entrepreneurial mind-set
among the students and enhance competency through regular
industrial exposure. 

To utilize the family of alma mater through strong interaction
and networking making them instrumental for development of
academic and industrial linkage.
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DEPATMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

VISSION

To create technology proficient and ethically enriched IT
professionals through holistic and state of art curriculum.

MISSION



Graduates will be able to: 
➢ PEO 1: Excel by taking up key roles in IT and related industries,
Government organizations and academia through strong leadership skills. 

➢ PEO 2: Undertake higher studies and/or research in the field of Information
Technology, management or other related domains. 

➢ PEO 3: Develop innovative products and implement novel solutions to real
world problems in IT and related interdisciplinary areas. 

➢ PEO 4: Understand the societal impact of IT services and use their skills in
an ethical, responsible and professional manner. 

➢ PEO 5: Be updated with continuous learning and have a global perspective,
so as to remain current in their profession while meeting the needs of the
industry and nation at large. 
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PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES (PEO)

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO)

➢ Ability to augment the understanding of broad themes of STEM using
Information Technology. 

➢ Ability to analyse, design, develop and implement sustained IT solutions as
a team to improve the productivity of the organization with social and
economic constraints.

 ➢ Ability to apply ethical decision making, use IT industry recognized best
practices and standards in the development, implementation and
management of IT system integrating multiple domains.
 
➢ Ability to understand and update current trends in web technology,
distributed infrastructure, data management, software engineering, system
engineering and secured applications.
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We Thank our Management for their
Continuous Support and Encouragement

Dr.A.C.SHANMUGAM
 FOUNDER CHANCELLOR

Er.A.C.S ARUNKUMAR
PRESIDENT



The students and faculties of department are always
proactive in taking initiatives in technical, cultural and social
events. I hope that this newsletter will serve the purpose of
reflecting all activities of department and it will inspire others
to do their best. Wishing you all the best. I take this
opportunity to congratulate the students editorial team and
our staff editors Dr.Dahlia Sam and Mr.A.Kameshwaran for
their great effort to make this news letter as a reality. Also I
invite the readers of “TECH VOICE”’ for their contribution
and suggestions for the forthcoming issues. I wish good luck
to the entire team of editors and look forward for your kind
patronage to our newsletter.
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HOD's DESK

It gives me great pleasure to give my
best wishes to “TECH VOICE”, a
newsletter from Department of
Information Technology of Dr.M.G.R
Educational and Research Institute.It is
a technical platform to bring out the
hidden talents of students and faculty.

Dr.N.Kanya
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1.CYBER SECURITY
Cyber Security is the protection of Internet-connected
 systems such as hardware, software and data from
 cyberthreats . It is primarily about people, processes,
 and technologies working together to encompass 
the full range of threat reduction, vulnerability
 reduction, deterrence, international engagement, and
 recovery policies and activities including computer network 
operations, information assurance, law enforcement, etc.

It is the application of technologies, processes and controls to protect
systems, networks,  programs, devices and data from cyber attacks. It
aims to reduce the risk of cyber attacks and protect against the
unauthorised exploitation of systems, networks and technologies.
Therefore, it may also be referred to as information technology security

2.VR & AR
These are the latest techniques in IT field:
Virtual reality & Augmented reality

AR uses a real-world setting while VR is completely virtual
AR users can control their presence in the real world; 
VR users are controlled by the system.
VR requires a headset device, but AR can be accessed with a smartphone.
AR enhances both the virtual and real world while VR only enhances a
fictional reality.

KUNDAN KUMAR
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr

KAVIYA DHARSHINI
  B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr
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3.VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-generated environment 
with scenes and objects that appear to be real, making 
the user feel they are immersed in their 
surroundings. This environment is perceived 
through a device known as a Virtual Reality headset
 or helmet. VR allows us to immerse ourselves in 
video games as if we were one of the characters, 
learn how to perform heart surgery or improve the 
quality of sports training to maximize performance.

Although this may seem extremely futuristic, its origins are not as recent as we
might think. In fact, many people consider that one of the first Virtual Reality
devices was called Sensorama, a machine with a built-in seat that played 3D
movies, gave off odours and generated vibrations to make the experience as vivid
as possible. The invention dates back as far as the mid-1950s. Subsequent
technological and software developments over the following years brought with
them a progressive evolution both in devices and in interface design.

4.EDGE COMPUTING 
Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-generated environment 
with scenes and objects that appear to be real, making 
the user feel they are immersed in their surroundings. 
This environment is perceived through a device known
as a Virtual Reality headset or helmet. VR allows 
us to immerse ourselves in video games as if we were
one of the characters, learn how to perform heart
surgery or improve the quality of sports training 
to maximize performance.

Although this may seem extremely futuristic, its origins are not as recent as we
might think. In fact, many people consider that one of the first Virtual Reality
devices was called Sensorama, a machine with a built-in seat that played 3D
movies, gave off odours and generated vibrations to make the experience as vivid
as possible. The invention dates back as far as the mid-1950s. Subsequent
technological and software developments over the following years brought with
them a progressive evolution both in devices and in interface design.

 

MD GULZAR
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr

 RAHUL KUMAR
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr
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5.PHISHING ATTACK
Phishing is a type of social engineering attack often used 
to steal user data, including login credentials and credit 
card numbers. It occurs when an attacker, masquerading 
as a trusted entity, dupes a victim into opening an email, 
instant message, or text message. The recipient is then tricked 
into clicking a malicious link, which can lead to the installation 
of malware, the freezing of the system as part of a ransomware 
attack or the revealing of sensitive information. An attack can 
have devastating results. For individuals, this includes 
unauthorized purchases, the stealing of funds, or identify theft.

6.DARK WEB

The dark web is the World Wide Web content that exists on
 darknets: overlay networks that use the Internet but 
require specific software, configurations, or authorization 
to access. Through the dark web, private computer 
networks can communicate and conduct business 
anonymously without divulging identifying information, 
such as a user's location. The dark web forms a small part 
of the deep web, the part of the Web not indexed by web
 search engines, although sometimes the term deep web is mistakenly 
used to refer specifically to the dark web. 

RAJAN KUMAR
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr

 

RAHUL KUMAR
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr
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7.KUBERNETES
Kubernetes is open-source orchestration software for 
deploying, managing and scaling containers. 
Kubernetes orchestrates clusters of virtual 
machines and schedules containers to run on those 
virtual machines based on their available compute 
resources and the resource requirements of each container.
Containers are grouped into pods, the basic operational 
unit for Kubernetes and those pods scale to your desired state. 
Kubernetes also automatically manages service discovery, incorporates load
balancing, tracks resource allocation and scales based on compute utilisation. And,
it checks the health of individual resources and enables apps to self-heal by 
automatically restarting or replicating containers.

8.RANSOMEWARE  ATTACK

Ransomware is one of the deadliest malware 
programs that, after infiltrating the system, lock the 
files with strong encryption. After encrypting the files, 
the cybercriminal(s) behind the attack would ask the 
victim for the ransom in return for an encrypting tool 
or key. Without the decrypting key or tool, it is almost
impossible to unlock the files from strong encryption. 
The Ransomware attack is usually conducted on an organization 
rather than an individual for getting a significant monetary gain.

SUDHANSHU RANJAN
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr

 

RAUSHAN 
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr
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9.PENETRATION TESTING
A penetration test, also known as a pen test, is a simulated cyber attack against
your computer system to check for exploitable vulnerabilities. In the context of web
application security, penetration testing is commonly used to augment a web
application firewall (WAF). Pen testing can involve the attempted breaching of any
number of application systems, (e.g., application protocol interfaces (APIs),
frontend/backend servers) to uncover vulnerabilities, such as unsanitized inputs
that are susceptible to code injection attacks. Insights provided by the penetration
test can be used to fine-tune your WAF security policies and patch detected
vulnerabilities.

RAJEEV KUMAR
B.Tech(IT)-IIIyr
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The program was hosted by Ms.U.Surya, Assistant Professor, Department of
IT. The participants and guest speakers were welcomed by Dr. N. Kanya, 
HOD-IT. The guest speaker of today’s session was Mrs. Nivedha K, She was
introduced by Ms.T.Charumathi, III yr IT. The speaker elaborately explained
how stress causes life changes and affect physical and mental health. She
also detailed on the stress that we undergo in the current pandemic situation.
Mrs. Nivedha K gave a great insight on the different ways in which we can
handle stress on our daily routine. It was an enlightened and great session by
Mrs. Nivedha. Finally, a Vote of thanks was given by Ms.M.Kaviya Dharshini,
III yr IT .The program was a successful one. We would like to thank our
Beloved President Er.A.C.S Arun Kumar Sir for his constant encouragement
in conducting such programs.
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EVENT OF THE MONTH
INTERDISCIPLINARY LECTURE

ON 
"STRESS MANAGEMENT"

05-10-2021
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EVENT OF THE MONTH
WEBINAR

ON
“Role of Data Analytics in our lives”

12-10-2021
The session started with an introduction given by Mr. Anish, Data analyst,
Imarticus Learning after which a formal welcome address was given by
HOD-IT, Prof. Dr. N. Kanya. Following this, Mrs. C.Tamilselvi, Assistant
Professor, Department of IT  introduced the resource person
Mr.Sreekanth Dayanidhi. 
Mr.Sreekanth Dayanidhi  gave a broad idea about Data Analytics, Role of 
 data science in our day to day lives. He explained how the gadgets that
we use every day is comprises of AI, Data Analytics and Machine
Learning.  After that he patiently interacted with the students and
answered all the questions posted by them in the Q & A chatbox. 
Mr. Anish conducted the Q&A session. To end the session, Mrs.
C.Tamilselvi delivered the vote of thanks. Overall, the event was enjoyed
by all the students and a successful one. We thank our honourable
President Er. ACS. Arun Kumar for his continuous support in conducting
this event.



The session started with an introduction given by Ms. A. Priyadarshini, III
Yr IT after which a formal welcome address was given by HOD-IT, Prof. Dr.
N. Kanya. Following this, Ms. Nazreen Banu, III Yr IT introduced the
resource person Mr. Rajeev Bakshi, who is currently working as Data
Architect at Novozymes. 
Mr. Rajeev gave a broad idea about Cloud Computing, types of Cloud and
the various places where cloud is used. He also shared about the security
aspects involved. After that he patiently interacted with the students and
answered all the questions posted by them in the chatbox. He also shared
briefly about Data Analytics. 
Ms. Priyadarshini conducted the Q&A session. To end the session, Ms. B.
Pavithra, III Yr IT delivered the vote of thanks. Overall, the event was
enjoyed by all the students and a successful one. We thank our honorable
President Er. ACS . Arun Kumar for his continuous support in conducting
this event.
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EVENT OF THE MONTH
Alumni Interaction Series IV

on
“Fundamentals of Cloud Computing and Data Analytics”

08-10-2021



“DAY 15 MGR Alumni conclave 2021”
ON

“Transformation in IT industries over the past decade”
09-10-2021 

The session started with a formal welcome address given by our beloved HOD Dr. N.Kanya Addl
Dean E&T, which was followed by the felicitation address given by our Vice Chancellor,  
 Dr.S.Geethalakshmi, Dr.MGR Educational and Research Institute. This was followed by Dr.M.G.R
Alumni Association (MAA) address by Dr.L.Ramesh, Joint Registrar of events and publication .
Introduction about the alumni speakers was given by Ms.Charumathi IIIyear IT and  Ms. Tharani,
III year IT. Then the session was handover to alumni panelist.
The moderator of the conclave Mr.Pintu Champmahato., Manager,HCL.,  welcome our students
participants  and panelists.And he shared his experiences in IT industry and he moderate the
session with Mrs.Divya chitranjan, corporate communications-Kerry Indev Logistics., shared her
current domain digital marketing trends.Then moderator Mr.Pintu invited Mr.Shirapthi KM.,
Data engineer,TAL,Australia., In that first round of the conclave overall the panelist shared their
experiences in IT industry.Then the second round was interactive session ,the moderator
Mr.Pintu Champ conduct the IT Personality Identification quiz. Our students were actively
participated in the quiz and made the session more interactive. In the third round of the
conclave moderator of the conclave elaborated the IELTS process in IT industry.In the final
round all of the panelist discussed the current trends in IT industry technologies such as
artificial intelligence, edge computing ,quantum computing, block chain, Internet of things and
cyber security. From this conclave our students gathered the information as well as knowledge
transfer about transformation in IT industries.
The entire conclave was very interesting and informative. The event was streamed live through
the MAA YouTube channel. The complete session was compared by Ms.Nasreenbanu, IIIrd year
IT .To end the event Alumni coordinator Mr.A.Kameshwaran, Assistant Professor, Department of
Information Technology delivered the Vote of thanks.
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EVENT OF THE MONTH
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IT DEPARTMENT

CONGRATULATIONS!CONGRATULATIONS!CONGRATULATIONS!

CHARUMATHI M

Training & Placement Divisions

SRM 

TECHNOLOGY

P L A C E D  I N

CTC
3.5LPA
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Training & Placement Divisions

IT DEPARTMENT

CONGRATULATIONS!CONGRATULATIONS!CONGRATULATIONS!

KANISHKA S

COGNIZANT

&

CSS CORP 

Pvt Ltd

P L A C E D  I N

   CTC
4.0 LPA
      &
3.75 LPA
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“Combined with passion and perseverance, identifying and leveraging your
strengths and aptitudes is the key to any career path".   
              - Anadil Hossain

What are the employers looking for?
How will they assess you?

Reverse thinking: think about the interview from the
interviewer's point of view
Inevitably you will need to do some brainstorming based on
your detective work and introspection, during which you
need to ask yourself the following questions:

WHAT ARE THE THINGS TO BE DONE DURING THE INTERVIEW

HOW TO PREPARE FOR INTERVIEW

When entering the interview room, try to be relaxed,
have a confident smile and make eye contact. 
Body language and direct eye contact are key
Use examples

Be prepared for an interviewer that will try to put you off
by their questioning.
Don't ever let your temper get the better of you and
make sure you remain calm and polite.
Avoid using buzzwords or jargon.

       "Tell us about yourself”. Whether it is the first question
or another similar one, use it as a moment to shine by giving
examples how you achieved positive outcomes and what your
contribution was. Don't forget to use “I” rather than “we”
and highlight why you are the one they should hire.

What questions are they most likely to ask to help them judge these things?
How can you convince them that you are the best fit for the job and organisation?
What evidence have you got to support that?

This brings you to the point where you should anticipate potential questions and prepare
answers accordingly in advance

Review the Job Description
Reread Your Resume or Application
Start by researching the company and your
interviewers. 

Practice your answers to common interview
questions

Toward the end of the interview, let the recruiter
know that you believe the job is an excellent fit and

that you are highly interested.
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